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What is time to you? Is your time spent judging others? Is it spent  
condescending your brothers? Perhaps it’s spent plotting and scheming, 

pretending to be angelic when you act as a demon?
To you, be true! Figure out what time is while it remains, because once you find out what time is all 
about, only then will you be free of your mental chains. The shackles on your feet will fall from its 
release as your soul conquers immorality; your spirit will soar higher, your straits made less dire, as 
time lifts you beyond a common stage.
Do not waste your time on frivolous bickering, envy,  
jealousy, or sitting in judgment of your Brothers and  
Sisters. Enjoy the time you have, use it wisely and  
take nothing nor anyone for granted.

A Piece of Me is Gone 
By Amanda Reece

The murder of my father has 
changed who I am in every  
way possible. May 6, 2014  
will forever be the day that  
my world was flipped upside-
down. What started as a  
normal day ended with a piece 
of me being ripped away.

 My father Manuel emigrated here from the Azores 
Islands when he was only 8 years old. He grew up 
in a small farm town. Manuel did not finish high 
school, and instead started working at the age of 16. 
He was a sweet potato farmer my whole life and the 
hardest working man I have ever known. He would 
work his normal “8 to 5” and then come home and 
farm our land until the wee hours of the night; but he 
always found time for his family. Some of my greatest 
memories were our impromptu Saturday road trips. 

Two Compassion Scholarships Awarded
Through Compassion death row prisoners are awarding $1,000.00 scholarships to family members of murder 
victims. Dena Pina from Los Vegas, NV is attending Western Governors University and Amanda Reece from 
Amarillo is attending Amarillo College. Both ladies lost loved ones to murder and their essays that accompanied 
their application appear below.

In Memory of Alex Michael Jeske 
Forever 6 Years Old
By Dena Pina

I am a survivor of domestic 
violence, a parent to a forever 
angel (Alex M. Jeske my 
forever 6 year old son), a first 
generation college student, 
previous ward of the court 
of California, an incest and 
rape survivor, unwed teen 

mother, childhood abuse/bullying (my nickname 
was Scarface through elementary school) a currently 
disabled woman (lower back surgery, ptsd, bipolar 
disorder, and anxiety/panic disorder all of which were 
a result of either the grief of Alex’s homicide or from 
the medications given to treat me afterwards).
Alex’s homicide tore my entire family apart. As a 
young mother and prior ward of the court I didn’t 
have a healthy person that was available to guide 

Death row prisoners are asked to 
write an article or essay on a subject 
of their choice and submit it to: 
Compassion O. Henry Contest 
140 W. South Boundary St. 
Perrysburg, OH 43551
Awards given for the best 
submission are: 
1st Place: $50.00 
2nd Place: $30.00 
3rd Place $20.00
Awards sponsored by an anonymous donor.

RULES
• Limit one entry per person
• Limit 600 words
• Entries must be postmarked  

by November 25, 2019
• All Entries become the property 

of Compassion and may be used 
in the Compassion Newsletter

• Winning Prize Awards will be  
put into prisoner’s DOC account

• Judged by Compassion’s  
outside board

JOIN IN OUR  
2ND ANNUAL  

O. HENRY CONTEST

Continued on page 3 Continued on page 3

Marcus Robinson 
North Carolina Death Row 
Raleigh, NC
        



Letters  
to the Editor

Letters to the Editor are welcomed 
from all prisoners (this includes 
non-death row prisoners) and the 
outside community.
In submitting letters, we ask that 
compassionate and introspective 
guidelines apply to your 
communications.
Limit size to 400 words or less. 
Letters may be edited for clarity  
and space considerations.

SEND ALL  
COMMUNICATIONS TO:
COMPASSION OFFICE 
140 W. South Boundary Street 
Perrysburg, OH 43551

COMPASSION OUTSIDE  
COORDINATOR
compassionondeathrow@msn.com 
TEL: 419-874-1333 
FAX: 419-874-3441

WEBSITE ADDRESS:
www.compassionondeathrow.net
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PLEASE NOTE: Any opinions 
expressed in this publication are 
those of the individuals writing them 
and not of Compassion or other 
staff members. Anything death row 
prisoners write may jeopardize their 
future appeals. This may limit the 
scope of their expressions.

EDITORIAL:  
Don’t Be Your Biggest Enemy

PUBLISHER 
Compassion

EDITOR 
George Wilkerson

ASSISTANT EDITOR 
Konstantinos Fotopoulos

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Justin Anderson, Samuel L. Capers,  

Al Cunningham,  
Christopher Henriquez,  

Pablo Maldonado, LaTwon Weaver,  
John Robinson & Marcus Robinson 

All stories are subject to editing for  
grammar, sentence structure, and clarity.

E ven five decades after it appeared, 
people remember and refer to a Pogo 
comic strip that criticized environmental 

pollution. Walt Kelly, the cartoonist, had 
actually employed this line years earlier in his 
Pogo Papers as an attempt on McCarthyism: 
“We have met the enemy and he is US.” Few 
observations about human nature prove truer.
The Liberty Insurance Company once ran a 
television commercial promoting their Accident 
Forgiveness concept. It was basically a series of 
faux pas to which we’re all prone: a man turns 
from the grill on his patio with a plate stacked 
with hamburger patties, and walks straight 
into a closed glass door; another accidentally 
drives into his garage, the bicycles atop his car 
hitting the still-rising door; yet another turns 
on his blender, full of wet, messy, and colorful 
ingredients that exploded upward since he’d 
forgotten the lid. 
We all do stupid things! Nothing new there. 
We all know first-hand that we can be our own 
worst enemy.
But some people make it a lifestyle. Enter Billy 
Martin, one of the greatest minds in baseball 
history. He knew its intricacies and strategies as 
no one else. As a manager, he had a reputation 
for transforming losing teams into winners. His 
name became synonymous with the concept of 
losers coming from behind to win.
But Billy was his own worst enemy, employing 
its truth. In 1983, he was fired by the Yankees 
for the third time! In fact, despite him being 
a superb manager, because of his hot temper 
his professional career is tracked more often by 
his axing than his winnings. 1957, traded away 
from the Kansas City Athletics; discharged by 
the Tigers in ’73; in’75 he was let go by the 
Texas Rangers; the Yankees fired him in ’78, 

and again in ’79; the Oakland A’s pink-slipped 
him in ’82; then in quick succession he was 
fired three more times by the Yankees.

Those who study the work habits, mental 
orientation, and personal attitudes of 
successful, well-adjusted people—as 
distinguished from those “who are their own 
worst enemy”—note the chasm between the 
extremes is not insurmountable. In fact, most 
anyone guilty of less-than-intelligent behavior 
can easily alter their thinking into productive 
results. All one must do is set realistic 
expectations, as opposed to impossibly high 
goals (or worthless low ones).

Another simple focus, in order to reprogram 
oneself, is to learn to appreciate smaller things 
in life, taking in the seemingly insignificant-
but-beautiful contributions of life that surround 
us. More such rethinking recognizes that which 
one has, not taking the blessings for granted, 
and ceases criticizing oneself over every minor 
error or failure. Perhaps the best action one can 
take to bring on a “new-and-improved” outlook 
on life is to avoid overanalyzing one’s mistakes. 

Millennia ago, the writer of proverbs said, “You 
are your own worst enemy when you befriend 
an evil person…The fear of human opinion 
disables; trusting God protects you from that.”

Later the apostle Paul, writing to the Galatian 
church told that congregation (and, through 
the bible, tells us today), it is within the human 
range of self-control to intentionally overcome 
our own faults. 

Written by Anonymous in North Carolina
Submitted by:  George Wilkerson, Editor
North Carolina Death Row
Raleigh, NC
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There is a strange aura that surrounds a crime scene. An experience that I 
never thought I would have to experience. Things go in slow motion, but in 
fast forward all at the same time. Thoughts rushing thru your mind: “Why 
aren’t the paramedics doing anything!?” I have to go to my mom and pray 
with her.” “I have to call work and tell them I won’t be there tomorrow.” Who 
do I need to call!? I need to call people!” “What am I going to tell my boys?”
My father was shot and killed while plowing a field in the middle of the 
afternoon. To this day we still have no answers as to who shot him or why. 
My mother and youngest brother are the two that found him; after he didn’t 
come home from work on time they got worried and went to the field where 
he was working to look for him.
To describe the way this tragic event has changed my life is quite 
challenging. At first when we would be out in public everyone was a suspect. 
You go thru bouts of extreme anger, time when you can’t stop crying, other 
days you’re ok. I now have anxiety and have to take medication for it. I am 
ALWAYS on alert which is absolutely exhausting.
  At this point in my journey I have forgiven who ever decided that they 
had the right to take my father’s life. I just wish they could see how 
much he has been missed these last five years.

my family through the nasty grief and suffering we went through. I already 
had so many things on my plate from childhood and early adulthood I kept 
my grieving inside and sadly I taught my kids to do the same. None of us 
are close now. It kills me every day and would make Alex sad. I believe with 
the proper education I can overcome this obstacle and bring my family 
back together. I further believe that with my education I will have the tools 
necessary to help “Surviving Support Advocates,” a group that arrives with 
police to help families in distress from day one. 

 This group is now 
my passion and after 
completing my bachelors 
degree at W.G.U. and then 
my masters degree I hope 
to work for them so one 
day survivors of homicide 
victims will never have to 
suffer alone again. 

In Memory of Alex Michael Jeske  
Forever 6 Years Old (Continued)

A Piece of Me is Gone (Continued)

Compassion Scholarship Essays
Continued from Cover Page

Letter to the Editor:

As I sit here staring out my window, I watch clouds shape themselves 
into forms in a sky so blue, so vast, the sun radiating warmth to my 
face. As day fades into night I watch the stars shine...I contemplate 
the world we see: the mountains, birds, crawling creatures; trees, 
swaying grass, blooming flowers; the flowing rivers, the seas — 
so many beautiful wonders stored in my memory.
The scenic serenade I seek through mother nature contains many 
lessons and experiences that promise to impart a vast knowledge 
of strength, hope, endurance—wisdom is everywhere: on a blade 
of grass; wrapped in a chrysalis; swirling behind a flapping wing; 
frosting on a window pane. And wisdom is medicinal. You can find 
a cure for melancholy (or just about anything) if you just bask in the 
moment of pure bliss inherent in nature! You’ll experience gratitude 
and enlightenment that mother nature is a remedy, a healing power, 
to our being like nothing else we experience.

Mother Nature’s Power
I would like to share the following with Compassion readers...
William Shakespeare, Sonnet 64 
When I have seen by Time’s fell hand defac’d
The rich proud cost of outworn buried age;
When sometime lofty towers I see down-razed
And brass eternal slave to mortal rage;
When I have seen the hungry ocean gain
Advantage on the kingdom of the shore,
And from the soil win of the watery main,
Increasing store with loss, and loss with store;
When I have seen such interchange of state,
Or state itself confounded to decay;
Ruin hath taught me thus to ruminate
That “Time” will come and take my love away.

Mother Nature’s Power

Submitted by: Sha’Ri Eggum 
Texas Department of Corrections 
Gatesville, TX

Steve Wilkinson 
SCI Fayette 
LaBelle, PA



Redoubling  
My Efforts

Brian Roberts’ 18-year-old son, Mark Williams, was killed during a drive-by shooting  
in Washington, DC on Christmas night, 2001.  As yet, no one has been arrested  
for the murder.
As a criminal defense attorney with over a decade of experience in capital litigation in 
Texas, New York, and Washington, D.C., Brian is very familiar with the death penalty.   
He even witnessed the execution of one of his clients.
Brian said, “I knew that the death penalty wasn’t going to brink Mark back.  I also knew 
it was more than likely that he was killed by another young black man, and I thought to 
myself, do we really need two young men from our community killed?  Instead, Mark’s 
murder has made me redouble my efforts on behalf of our youth and I have also been 
involved in various anti death penalty organizations.”
For more information visit: www.mvfhr.org
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Not too long ago I was sitting in my 
cell, and, being bored. I started 
contemplating the world around me, 

the things in my cell, my bunk, my blanket, 
bed sheets, shoes, TV, fan:. the sink, the 
bars, air, water, food, etc. I then widened by 
scope to other things: cats, dogs, humans, 
the earth, the moon, the stars, galaxies, and 
the entire cosmos. I marveled at the intricacy 
and complexity of the universe. I was truly 
stunned by the genius of it all. Logically, at least 
according to my way of thinking, it would take 
a staggeringly vast intelligence to first think, 
and then sit down and create all those things, 
each one being as complicated and intricate as 
all the rest.
If a being created everything, a being we 
call God, He/She/It, whatever, must truly be 
something extraordinary, something that we, 
with our limited intelligence, could never hope 
to comprehend. So I abandoned the foolish 
quest for true knowledge and turned my 
thoughts to things closer to my limited level 
of understanding, the things around me, and 
the smarter-than-me people who invented all 
the things we use every day. I marveled at their 

True Genius
intelligence for a while, a humbling experience 
in itself, to be sure. When I had enough of  
that, I turned my TV on and returned to my 
usual “happy vegetable” state of bliss.
Not too long after that day, my sister came to 
visit me. We were sitting in the visiting park 
talking and having a good time. At a table  
next to mine, another prisoner was being 
visited by his wife and kid. The kid was playing 
with legos, putting together all kinds of things 
he could think of. I marveled at the intelligence 
of the inventor of legos. He just invented one 
piece in a way that it would fit  
to another identical piece, and a kid could fit  
as many pieces together as he needed to  
create anything his imagination could come  
up with. Now there was a smart inventor 
indeed, I thought.
Back in my cell that night, the light in my 
brain came on, and I finally understood. I was 
trying to understand the universe, but I was 
thinking with my eyes, things I could see, and 
not my brain. Whoever or whatever created 
the universe, all He had to do was create one 
simple piece that joined with another identical 
piece and another and so on and so forth —  

A LEGO piece for the universe, so to speak. 
And guess what? Such a LEGO piece of the 
universe does exist. It is called Hydrogen (“H” 
on the periodic table of elements), one electron 
revolving around a proton, simple enough. 
Yes, amazing in its simplicity, astonishing in 
its complexity. Put enough Hydrogen atoms 
together and you have a SUN. Intense pressure 
and heat, in the immense gravity creates other 
heavier elements and eventually planets, 
moons, comets, star systems, galaxies, etc, 
and all of a sudden you have a universe and 
everything in it, including me, my cell, my 
bunk, blankets, TV, air, water, the whole kit 
and caboodle. Now, that is the mark of TRUE 
GENIUS! That’s my limited observation (but 
what do I know anyways?).  

Brian Roberts

Konstantino Fotopoulos 
Florida Death Row 
Raiford, FL



Samuel L. Capers
California Death Row
San Quentin, CA

Self-Portrait

COMPASSION READERS: To date $51,988.72 has been awarded in college 
scholarships to family members for murder victims. Make a purchase of their artwork. To view 
available selections, view Art for Scholarship in the past issues at www.compassionondeathrow.net. 
Call 419-874-1333 and ask for Compassion office to verify availability.

19” X 25 – Pastels on  
Red Construction Paper
$100.00 includes shipping  
and handling

Original Art Work for Scholarships
D O N A T E D  B Y  D E A T H  R O W  P R I S O N E R S
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To purchase make your check 
to Compassion and send to  
the address on page 2.

“The Crystal Mirror”

She bites like a serpent, stings like a wasp
Controlling one’s every move and thought
Not a moment does she pity
As the poison of her kiss washes away one’s sanity
Bringing to the knees 
Even the most powerful of mankind
Speeding up the heart pace in unison
With life’s fire and darkness frolicking  
     amongst dead moments
Created by father time
The voices of demons not yet born
Into a state of insomniatic memories
Hung by unseen visions of unborn yet  
     past nightmares
Death brings its unwelcomed gift of hate
With each kiss of its touch
The life blood polluted with shards of bitter glass
Dancing before the eyes of the crystal mirror
The glass of two faces mocks as the rumble of  
     its laughter
Breaks the spirit of man
She smiles in a way one fears in the light of flames
Pandora rolling off the tongue upon the death  
     angel’s kiss
Whispers in demonic shadows speak to the  
     inner conscience
Driving one toward the light of chaos
She infects the pure dreams possessed
By maddened souls darkened visions bought  
     by unholy lost souls
Drowning in the midst of white crystal lies  
     and destruction
They speak in the air and whisper in the ears  
     of Jesus children
Shreds of sanity soaked with the blood  
      of Innocence
Stain the memories and intentions held together
By untold stories of torture
Her hold is like iron and chains unbreakable
No matter where one turns her grip remains
The glass of two faces holds truth
To those in the midst of mass suffering
When one kisses the crystal mirror his life  
     is doomed
There is no escape for the weary
Her touch is a black magic kiss like a black widow
Do not be fooled remember her name
She is “Crystal Meth”

Finally I defeated
my drug addiction. Applying self-love
I’m victorious! I finally beat
my drug affliction, supplying love of self
like a WARRIOR.  I’m Mr. Clean-
as-a-whistle, no more dope-
fiend riddles.  Like Lot, I am not
looking back, got rid of my hunger 
for crack, I’m so ashamed
of my former actions, but proud
I’m renewed fashion.  Now
I hate narcotics, how they destroy
life’s promise. Avoiding the problematic
trap; all those I burned, God

Victory
pays back.  At last I conquered 
my meddling, zero desire
for meth or heroin: Physical
exercise is my medicine; mental
growth = emotional veteran.  I did it 
all alone
without a reverend, I did it
by my will and testament
I did it.   

(Glass of Two Faces)

Christopher Henriquez 
California Death Row 
San Quentin, CA

By Jose Sandoval 
Nebraska Death Row 
Tecumseh, NE



W e’ve all been there...Placing our love 
and trust in people, believing, only to 
find their zeal, their promises, and their 

profession of really caring was simply hollow words!
Maybe it was your attorneys who claimed to 
have only your best interests at the center of their 
representation but then did little but the bare 
minimum required to provide a legal defense.
Perhaps it was friends, those you stood by loyally in 
their time of need who turned tail and ran when it 
came time to support you. You know the one’s you 
haven’t heard from since the day of your arrest.
It might even be family members who haven’t 
lifted a finger to help you. They suddenly became 
so timid it seemed they were hiding. Oh, you 
get the obligatory birthday and holiday cards, an 
occasional letter, maybe even phone calls... 
but when it comes to actually helping you 
motivate others to help you fight for your life — 
they are AWOL.
All that abandonment hurts but somehow you 
keep plodding along. You keep a positive attitude, 
hope remains at the center of your being...the 
eternal optimist syndrome...you still believe in 
justice and the good in people. Writing contact 
groups to find you a pen pal you can actually 
communicate with and be yourself. Anti-death 
penalty groups contact you to let you know they 

exist, or you may contact them for help and find 
their real main interest is self-perpetuation of their 
organization. I once wrote to a Christian group 
against Capital punishment and was rewarded by 
receiving a solicitation for funds!
Then there are the writers who claim they want 
to be your “friend.” You know the ones who send 
short notes, women who send pictures. Their only 
real interest is to score a letter from a death row 
prisoner. Some sick, vicarious need for a souvenir.
There may even be that “one special person” who 
writes and for some reason you click. That person 
becomes your other half, you blindly trust them, 
they offer help and for a time they actually try. 
Setbacks occur; the enormity of the task becomes 
real and very clear. So they slowly begin to shrivel 
into the woodwork.
You already tried turning to God, you prayed 
fervently, others prayed for your cause...you didn’t 
try to make deals with God, asked only that the 
real truth would come out...Prayers, devotion, 
faith, met with a stone cold silence. You begin to 
question your own beliefs...is there a God?
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My peace has vanished, my heart  
is aching,
I shall find it not & never I should
 Justice has left my cell an
Empty tomb, she has gone & all my 
world is
Gall, my poor spirit in hopelessness 
has run astray,
My poor mind has wandered away.
My peace has vanished, my heart is 
aching, I shall
Find it not and never I should
 I look through the window  
 to see
If she’s back, at mail call I rise & run 
to the 
Gate, I open it up & disappointment 
arises.
 Her stance, Her figure, so high,
So grandiose! The blindness of her 
eyes, the 
Power of her balance. The magic of 
her existence —
What bliss!  The clasp of her  
hope & ah, Her
Sweet justice!
My peace has vanished, my heart  
is aching, I shall 
Find it not & never I should.
 My heart so desires Her arms
To take hold; to seize me in Her  
hope & to kiss
Me with her sweet freedom so  
I can return 
To what I was born for.  

Mother Justice

I n Ancient Greece, Socrates was reputed to 
hold knowledge in high esteem.  One day an 
acquaintance met the great philosopher and 

said, “Do you know what I just heard about  
your friend?”
“Hold on a minute,” Socrates replied.  “Before you 
talk to me about my friend, it might be a good 
idea to take a moment and filter what  
you’re going to say.  I call it ‘the triple-filter test.’  
The first filter is truth:  Have you made absolutely 
sure that what you are about to tell me is true?”
“Well, no,” the man said.  “Actually I just heard 
about it and...”
“Alright,” said Socrates.  “So you don’t really know 
if it’s true or not.  Now let’s try the second filter, 
the filter of goodness:  Is what you are about to tell 
me about my friend something good?”  
“Umm, no, on the contrary...”

PSST...Did You Hear?
A Little Story about Gossip!

“So,” Socrates continued, “you want to tell me 
something bad about my friend, but you’re not 
certain it’s true.  You may still pass the test  
though, because there’s one filter left – the filter  
of usefulness:  Is what you want to tell me about  
my friend going to be useful to me?”
“No, not really.”
“Well,” concluded Socrates, “if what you want to  
tell me is neither true, nor good, nor even useful, 
why tell it to me at all?”

Written by Anonymous

Abandoned

John Robinson 
Kansas Death Row 
El Dorado, KS

Pablo Maldonado 
Georgia Death Row 
Jackson, GA 

Submitted by: Al Cunningham 
California Death Row 
San Quentin, CA

Illustration of  
Socrates by  
Al Cunningham



COMPASSION DONATION | PARTICIPATION FORM
A portion of your donation will be given  
in college scholarships to family members 
of murdered victims.
q  Benefactor – $10,000
q  Lead Donor – $5,000
q  Gold Donor – $2,500
q  Silver Donor – $1,000
q  Bronze Donor – $500
q  Patron – $100.00 To $499.00
q  Subscriber – $50.00
q  Prisoners Not On Death Row – $25.00
q  Other

Enclosed is $  for the donation/subscription checked on the left.

q  Please keep my gift anonymous.

Name

Organization

Address 

City State Zip

Day Phone Evening Phone

Please send tax deductible contribution to:  
St. Rose Peace & Justice / Compassion 
140 W. South Boundary St., Perrysburg, OH 43551

Thank you to our donors who are making this publication possible.

NO DONATION IS TOO SMALL Compassion is sent free to all 3,000 death-row prisoners.  
Your donation in any amount will help us to continue this outreach. 

Also, Thank You to Our 
Subscribers & Other Donors.

1. Write about an experience that impacted you.
2. It doesn’t have to be religious. Here are some themes: 

anger, apathy, beauty, betrayal, boredom, change, 
complacency, courage, fear, friendship, growing older, 
jealousy, pride, purpose, vices, and wisdom.

3. Use sensory details – the smell, who said what, its 
color, how cold it felt. Sensory details connect your 
experience to your readers.

7 Suggestions and Guidelines
4. There’s no need to use big words when a simpler  

one suffices: leave your ego at the door with your 
case: this isn’t the place for either one.

5. Look for ways to unify; help; and solve problems.
6. Be authentic. Be yourself. No one’s perfect.
7. Try to limit it to 400 words or less, and if possible 

enclose a photo of yourself.

SILVER DONORS ($1000 OR MORE):
St. Rose Parish, Perrysburg, OH
Rev. Charles Ritter
In Memory of Deacon Ken Cappelletty
St. Joseph Church, Sylvania, OH

BRONZE DONORS ($500 OR MORE):
Ken & Elizabeth Green, Kansas City, MO
Diocese of San Diego, CA
Rev. Neil Kookoothe, St. Charence Church

PATRONS ($100 OR MORE):
Martha Baldoni
An Anonymous Friend
Martha May
Rev. Arturo Perez-Rodriguez
St. Katharine Drexel, Frederick, MD
Sisters of St. Francis, Tiffin, OH
Carl Hyde
Rev. Nelson Belizario
St. Thomas Aquinas, Toledo, OH

Eugene Schmitt
Constance Laessig
St. Jerome Church,  
 North Weymouth, MA
Charles Henry Diller
Church of the Sacred Heart,  
 Sauk Rapids, MN
St. Patrick Church,  
 Grand Rapids, OH
St. Mary’s Church, Defiance, OH
Kristen Keller
Fr. Richard Notter
Sisters of Mercy of Americas,  
 Fremont, OH
Ron Hitzler
Margaret Keller 
Aux. Bishop David Talley
Rev. Edward Schleter
Rev. James Peiffer
Anna Mae Whaley
Cathy Cappelletty
Sisters of St. Francis, Sylvania, OH

In Memory of:  
 Sister Mary Immaculee Heinl
Norbert Wethington 
Rev. Tony Gallagher
St. Bartholomew Church,  
   Colombus, IN
Rev. James Bacik
Cong. Of The Humility of Mary,  
   Davenport, IA
Corpus Christi Parish, Toledo, OH
Sister Delores Schuh, CHM
Father Doug Hennessey
Kolbe House, Chicago, IL
Sisters. of Mercy,  
   St. Bernardine Home
Arlynn Lyle
Rosemary Ymzon
Sisters of Charity
Sister Pat Schnapp
Sisters of St. Joseph Carondelet
Carol Kraus
Tom Perzynski

Richard & Shelly Kotz
Louise & Michael Sarra
Ursuline Convent of the  
   Sacred Heart
Catholic Charities,  
   Youngstown, OH
St. Caspar, Wauseon, OH
St. Paul’s, Norwalk, OH
Deacon Larry & Sue Lottier
Carl Kammire
Marian & Brad Wallace
Kathleen & Paul Helbling
Leo & Nancy Bistak
Bonnie & Jim Keller
Ann Nichols, 
   Arizonans to Abolish DP
St. Rose School, 
   Perrysburg, OH
Sisters of the Most Precious Blood,  
    Dayton, OH
Priest – Diocese of Youngstown
Don & Connie Reinhard

Our Lady of Guadalupe, Chicago, IL
Father Gary Walters
Friends Meeting of Raleigh
Loaves & Fishes Jail Visitation
Rev Gerald Chmiel
Sisters of Charity, Seaford, NY
Mary Jo Pfander
Eddie Karanowski
Rev. Eric Mueller
Randy & Jacalyn Dawson
Joel Konzen
Marist Society
James & Roberta Sherck
Bishop Thomas Gumbleton,  
   Detroit Diocese
Deacon Richard Tolcker,  
   Atlanta Diocese
Father Robert Reinhart
Rev. John Michael Botean
Hal & Melissa Munger

As there are numerous submissions it may take up to eight months for selected articles to be published.

Illustration of  
Socrates by  
Al Cunningham
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Don’t Get It 
Twisted

It’s nice to make it to canteen  
every month

And have enough money to get 
everything I need and want.

I’m grateful.  But don’t get it twisted.

I’d rather be hungry and free,

Than to be locked away in a prison 
with a gain of canteen.

I look forward to my goodie package 
every quarter.

And at least once a month someone 
sends me a nice lil’ money order.

I’m grateful.  But don’t get it twisted.

I’d rather be on the streets with a 
pocket full of quarters,

Working at a fast food joint serving 
up fries and burgers.

I’ve got a 15” flat screen TV and a 
Swintec typewriter with 7K memoy.

I’m grateful.  But don’t get it twisted.

They can have all of this…my hot pot, 
my boom box, and my brand new 
kicks.

The Lord has watched over me  
for 28 years.

 He’s kept me and blessed me the 
whole time I’ve been here.

Yes!  God is good!  But I’m not feelin’ 
none of this.  It’s like my homie 
always   

Says,  “THIS AIN’T THE BIZNESS!”   
You feel me!  So don’t get it twisted!

They call me Sl-961. However, when I was  
born on March 24th 1981, I was given the 
name Justin Anderson. I bet as my mother 

laid there in that cramped hospital room holding 
her bundle of joy, she never imagined that 20 
years later he would be called a number. But I’m  
getting ahead of myself.
The process of dehumanization is slow like the 
wheels of justice. As an adolescent, I wore labels 
such as “bad” and “troubled”. Sometimes I felt 
ashamed, and other times I felt proud because it 
gave me the respect I desperately wanted from 
my peers. By 18, my elders began using phrases 
like “dead or in jail” when discussing me. Some  
of them looked upon me with pity, while others 
kept their distance as if I were contagious. I will 
never forget the day that my best friend told 
me that he wasn’t allowed to hang-out with me 
anymore. It seemed as though everyone knew 
where I was headed. Everyone but me.
The language that was used to describe me made 
me feel like a prisoner, although I didn’t fully 
understand it until now. I felt restricted, boxed-in, 

The Power of Language
and counted-out. The fact that I feel the same 
way as s prisoner as I did when I was free is 
something I thought I would take with me to my 
grave. But if my story can help change how we 
use the power of language, then I will bare this 
shame a thousand times over.
I firmly believe that the key to unlocking change 
is by recognizing that the language we use, (our 
words), have the power to influence the minds 
and behavior of others. If I am correct, then 
my hope is that you will ignore all the labels 
incarcerated men and women have  
been forced to wear. And by the power invested 
in these words — let the re-humanization 
process begin. Words define us. So let’s use 
words like free, intelligent, kind, generous, 
solid...you fill in your own blanks; don’t let 
others fill them for you.
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